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Details to come.

August 24, 2022 | 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. | Fairfax Campus, Research Hall 163

Save the Date: Climate Dynamics Seminar

Mason faculty.

two-day intensive camps, students review lab protocol, exam preparation, and experience sample classes from

Incoming students will experience science courses and the college lifestyle before the fall semester. In these

July 25 to 29, 2022 | Fairfax campus

STEM Bridge Camp

Math Bootcamp aims to improve math placement scores and prepare incoming students for college math

Math Boot Camp

(STEM).

STEMNoire 2022

discussions together and champion one another.

speak about their projects/new ideas and specific needs. The goal is to engage in meaningful brainstorming

This new monthly series for tenure/tenure track faculty, research faculty, post-doctoral fellows, and senior level

Open Mic: Biomedical Research Ideas Exchange

Wednesday, June 1, 2022

100 marchers will receive a free commemorative t-shirt.

university's 50th anniversary. Mason students, staff, faculty, alumni, and their families are invited to join

Schedule details:

Computing, the event aims to introduce students to a STEM curriculum as early as possible.

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Hosted by the Office of

campus on July 16, July 23, and July 30

during Mason's STEM Summer Saturdays.

Volunteer to facilitate, coach, and interact

STEM Summer Saturdays

Take part in Mason's
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